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About CWC 
2020

We are very excited to announce our upcoming “2nd Edition of Cardiology World 

Conference” to be held on September 08-09, 2020 at Paris, France with the theme “Ad-

vances in Cardiology: Research and Innovations”

CWC 2020 has been intended in an interdisciplinary way with an assembly of tracks to 

choose from every division and provides you with a unique opportunity to meet up with 

the peers from both academia and industry and establish a scientific network between 

them. It is our ideology to bring the extreme exposure to our attendees, so we make sure 

that this event is a blend which covers high experts, research professionals, scientists and 

young scholars.

It is mainly aimed to deliver an outstanding platform which covers the entire spectrum 

of research & innovations in addiction and related areas and share the cross-cultural 

proficiencies of various advancements in this field providing the in-depth exploration.

We cordially invite all concerned people to come join us at our event and make it success-

ful by your participation.

We look forward to seeing you in Paris!!



•	 Cardiovascular Diseases and Disorders

•	 Echocardiography, Cardiac CT and MRI

•	 Heart Failure and Myocardial infarction

•	 Neurology and Cardiology

•	 Pediatric and Congenital Cardiovascular 

Disease

•	 Cardiovascular Pharmacology

•	 Cardiac Nursing: Acute and Chronic 

Cardiac Care

•	 Hypertension and Obesity

•	 Circulation: Arrhythmia and 

Electrophysiology

•	 Womens Cardiovascular Health: Cardiac 

Problems during Pregnancy

•	 Cardio-Oncology and Nuclear 

Cardiology

•	 Molecular and Cellular Cardiology

•	 Lipidology & Preventive Cardiology

•	 Cardiovascular Imaging and Image 

Analysis

•	 Arteriosclerosis, Thrombosis, and 

Vascular Biology

•	 Clinical Case Reports on Cardiology

•	 Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism

•	 Stem Cell Research and Regeneration on 

Cardiology

•	 Resuscitation and 

emergency infusions

•	 Heart and Lung Transplantation

•	 Cerebrovascular Diseases: Stroke 

Interventions & Carotid Stenting

•	 Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery

•	 Microcirculation and inflammation

•	 Cardiopulmonary rehabilitation and 

prevention

•	 Geriatric Cardiology

•	 Interventional cardiology and radiology

•	 Cardiovascular Engineering and 

Technology

•	 Translational research and health policy

•	 Clinical and Experimental Cardiology

•	 Nephrocardiology

•	 Genetics of Heart & Vascular Disease

•	 Current Research and Advances in 

Cardiology

•	 Cardiovascular Diabetology

•	 Cardiac Anaesthesiology

•	 Sports and Exercise Cardiology

•	 Cardiovascular Endocrinology

•	 Catheterization and Cardiovascular 

Interventions

Conference 
Topics



Conference 
Schedule

•	 08:00-09:00: Registrations

•	 09:00-09:30: Opening Ceremony 
and Introduction

•	 09:30-10:30: Keynote Session I

•	 10:30-11:00 : Refreshment Break

•	 11:00-11:30: Keynote Session II

•	 12:30-01:30: Lunch Break

•	 13:30-15:00: Break Out Session I

•	 15:00-15:30: Refreshment Break

•	 15:30-18:00: Break Out Session II 

•	 09:00-10:30: Keynote Session IV

•	 10:30-11:00: Refreshment Break

•	 11:00-12:30: Break Out Session V

•	 12:30-13:30: Lunch

•	 13:30-15:00: Break Out Session VI

•	 15:00-15:30: Refreshment Break

•	 15:30-18:00: Prize Distribution and 
Closing Ceremony
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Learn new trends, strategies, and tactics:

Up-to-date research, current and 
emerging trends in cardiology research, 
new technology and tools are exclusively 
discussed in the conference. Don’t let old 
and out-dated information hold your back!

Get smarter:

Learn how other researches can play a 
role as a key accelerator in your work and 
gives you a competitive edge to achieve 
precision in desired outcomes. Learn better 
ways to innovate, collaborate, work and 
report. 

Gain global perspective:

With attendees representing many 
countries, your ability to engage with 
global sustainability leaders and your 
opportunity to envision your work with 
global lens will be worthwhile. 

Q & A sessions:

Every presenter will be provided with 
some time for Q & A session after their 
presentation, where you may get questions 
about a challenge in your workflow or 
you’re looking for advice on implementing 
new techniques in your work. So, you will 
get few solutions and advices which may 
benefit you.

Special registration rates:

Register for just 639$ for Oral and 539$ for 
Poster to get full access to the conference. 
We’re also pleased to announce a special 
offer of just 439$ for students, fellows 
currently enrolled in postgraduate, Ph.D 
and training programs.

Build your network:

Get inspired by talking face-to-face with 
thought leaders, subject matter experts and 
peers. Tap into their knowledge; discover 
innovative services that can benefit your 
research work.

New places; New people: 

Each time CWC will be held at a 
different place; new and different 
people will attend. This can enlarge 
building collaborations and help you in 
developing new relationships.

Get inspired:

We all know your office chair is comfy, 
but your desk is no place to get inspired! 
It’s time to break out of your comfort 
zone and gain some insights into what 
other researchers are doing. Take the 
opportunity to learn what worked well 
for them and how you can avoid future 
risk. 

New ideas:

An idea is usually generated with intent, 
and also be created unintentionally. 
Ideas often form during brain storming 
sessions or through discussions.

Share your thoughts:

Bring your expertise to the grassroots 
level and help the community through 
collaboration and networking. If you are 
interested to speak at the conference, 
please submit your content ideas and 
boost your professional status.
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Some Moments of 
Previous Conferences



Testimonials
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Dr. Vedrana Vejzovic
Malmo University, Sweden

Rose E. Constantino
University of Pittsburgh, USA

Param Hans Mishra 
Zulekha Hospital, UAE

Dr. Parvaneh Vasli
Shahid Beheshti University of 
Medical Sciences, Iran

Tanya Parker
New York University Langone 
Medical Center, USA

Alaa Marwan Masoud
The DataFlow Group, UAE

Benet Edward Appleby
Birmingham City University, UK

Dr.Girija Madhavanprabhakaran
Sultan Qaboos University, Oman

Francis Roger NiiLanteye Acquah
Australia

Dr Eva Manyedi
North-West University, South Africa

Blessy Antony
Choithram College of Nursing, India

Dr Chinedu Simeon Aruah
National Hospital, Nigeria

Fatimah Folashade Shittu
Lagos University Teaching Hospital, 
Nigeria

I was pleased to be in Dubai to present my 
research and I appreciate being invited to 
the Nursing World Conference 2016. The 
atmosphere was permissive and friendly. 
It will be my pleaser to continue to be 
engaged with the Conference.

The 2016 went very well and hope to see 
more attendees next year in Las Vegas, USA. 
Food was great, nutritious and abundant 
including the pre-conference dinner. Thanks 
for the invite. Official and unofficial cameras 
were plenty.

It was a very well organized conference

Thank you so much for your hospitality and 
programs. I enjoyed the speeches and learned 
different issues and subjects related to our 
profession a lot. I hope I can participate in 
your future program in the Las Vegas.

Thank you again for the opportunity to 
participate in the conference.

I think the event was beneficial as it has focus 
on professionals & it has provided a great 
insight about many important areas.

Thank you for inviting me to the conference. 
I had good informal feedback on my 
presentation.

I wish to congratulate the organizing 
committee for the wonderful knowledge 
sharing forum from different parts of 
the word. I look forward for the future 
contribution too.

Thank you for the opportunity to take part 
in the Nursing World Conference in Dubai.

I really enjoyed it and have motivated my 
colleagues to consider attending the NWC 
2017 in Las Vegas, USA!

I just wanted to congratulate you for hosting 
and successfully organizing the Nursing World 
Conference at Dubai. The conference was 
very well organized. The arrangements were 
really appreciated. The speakers were good 
.Overall a wonderful experience.

I was very happy to be part of NWC in 
Dubai, UAE. It afforded me opportunity to 
interact with other great researchers from 
around the world.

Thanks for inviting me to speak at NWC 
2016. Dr. Rose and others did their best, 
and was fantastic. I wish to be part of the 
speakers at the NWC 2017.



Why Paris??

Paris, France’s capital is a major European city and a global center for art, fashion, gastronomy and culture. 

Its 19th-century cityscape is crisscrossed by wide boulevards and the River Seine. Beyond such landmarks 

as the Eiffel Tower and the 12th-century, Gothic Notre-Dame cathedral, the city is known for its cafe culture 

and designer boutiques along the Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré.

City attractions:

Paris is full of top attractions, museums, art galleries, things to do and places to go no matter what time 

of year you’re planning on going. If you’re looking for the iconic ‘photo opportunity’ there are so many 

Paris monuments and landmarks around the city. The Arc de Triomphe is arguably one of the most pho-

tographed landmarks in Paris. 

A popular way of seeing the sights in Paris is on a hop on, hop off bus tour which stops at multiple points 

around the city to allow you to design your own sightseeing timetable. Alternatively the Seine River Cruise 

with Bateaux Parisiens is a great way to see the top attractions from a unique perspective on the water. 

There’s no limit to the many adventures and exciting times that await in Paris, a city that’s inspired by 

dreams and wonder.

Venue and Location

Golden Tulip Paris Aéroport CDG Villepinte
11 Allée du Verger, 95700 Roissy-en-France, Paris, France



Sponsor Recognition 
Benefits Platinum Gold Silver Bronze Exhibitor

Price in USD 15, 000 10, 000 7500 5000 2500

Complementary conference 
passes 6 4 2 1

Exhibitor Booths to promote 
your company and products 3 2 1 1 1

Booth Dimensions 3mt X 3mt 3mt X 3mt 3mt X 3mt 3mt X 3mt 3mt X 3mt

Ad in conference abstract book 6 Pages 4 Pages 3 Pages 2 Pages 1 Page

Ad in final program 1 Page 1 Page Half Page Half Page Quarter 
Page

Sponsor Representative to 
address delegates 30 Minutes 20 Minutes 15 Minutes 10 Minutes 10 Minutes

Promotional Bag Inserts     

Name and Logo of organisation 
looping on conference website     

Logo highlighted on meeting 
materials     

Acknowledgement in the 
opening speech     

Opportunity to showcase 
a video during conference 

break timings
    

Certificate of Appreciation     

Social media mentions     

SPONSORSHIP & EXHIBITOR PROSPECTUS

We are dedicated to getting your brand in front of a group that’s
eager to learn more about your products and services.

For more details: email: sponsorships@magnusscigroup.com



Category Registration Price

Oral Presentation $639 

Poster Presentation $539 

Delegate Participation $739 

Student Participation $439 

• Access to all Scientific Sessions, Poster sessions, Exhibitions

• Handbook & Conference Materials

• Lunch, tea / coffee breaks during the conference days

• Certificate Accreditation from the Organizing Committee

• Access to the attendees email list (post conference)

• WiFi in meeting rooms

Registrations

REGISTRATION INCLUDES

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
You are kindly invited to submit your abstract for CWC 2020

Online Abstract Submission:  www.cardiologyworldconference.com/submit-abstract

Submission through email: cardiology@magnusmeetings.com

Book Mark your dates September 08-09, 2020

Organizer
Magnus Group,1033 Sterling Rd, Unit 104, Herndon, VA 20170, USA

Office Ph: +1 (702) 988-2320
Website: www.magnusgroup.org 

We wish to see you in Paris!!!




